Abstract
The Food Server was set up with trays in vertical stacks of three (denoted 0, 1, and 2) 153 within a custom designed unit according to the elements described in Table 2 . was run in scan mode with Electron Impact ionization at 70eV, from m/z 40 to m/z 300.
209
Compounds were identified and recorded based on a 90% or higher match using the 
Optimization metric: Chemscore

214
Optimizing the target metric should correspond to maximizing flavor in a general sense.
215
The metric should also be robust to noise, since the number of evaluations is limited, and low-216 dimensional to make optimization easier. dimension were constrained to be with a constant distance of previously evaluated values.
333
In the third round, recipes were selected from symbolic regression surrogate models [46] .
334
Each run of symbolic regression yields a collection of models on the error-parsimony Pareto 335 front. These models were clustered to determine an error threshold above which models were 336 underfitting. The six most parsimonious models not underfitting were then used to define a 337 recipe to run in parallel. Since the recipe space has only three dimensions it is computationally 338 efficient to use a dense grid search to select a recipe that maximizes expected chemscore. 
345
In the model-building step, symbolic regression was run for 1000 generations, with 2000 346 models evaluated per generation. Therefore, two million symbolic regression models were 347 evaluated. To find optimal recipes for each of the resulting surrogate models, the surrogate was 
Results
353
The experimental conditions as well as the resultant average weights, R-Scores,
354
chemscores, and Z-Scores are presented in Table 3 . The Round 3 rows of Table 3 include   355 additional R-Scores with imputed data. This is because data for one control condition in Round 3
356
(the last row in Table 3) 
